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History[ edit ] Although Evangelista Torricelli is universally credited with inventing the barometer in , [1] [2]
[3] historical documentation also suggests Gasparo Berti , an Italian mathematician and astronomer,
unintentionally built a water barometer sometime between and Galileo responded with an explanation of the
phenomenon: Raffaele Magiotti and Gasparo Berti were excited by these ideas, and decided to seek a better
way to attempt to produce a vacuum other than with a siphon. The bottom end of the tube was opened, and
water that had been inside of it poured out into the basin. However, only part of the water in the tube flowed
out, and the level of the water inside the tube stayed at an exact level, which happened to be What was most
important about this experiment was that the lowering water had left a space above it in the tube which had no
intermediate contact with air to fill it up. This seemed to suggest the possibility of a vacuum existing in the
space above the water. He proposed that the weight of the atmosphere, not an attracting force of the vacuum,
held the water in the tube. In a letter to Michelangelo Ricci in concerning the experiments, he wrote: Many
have said that a vacuum does not exist, others that it does exist in spite of the repugnance of nature and with
difficulty; I know of no one who has said that it exists without difficulty and without a resistance from nature.
If there can be found a manifest cause from which the resistance can be derived which is felt if we try to make
a vacuum, it seems to me foolish to try to attribute to vacuum those operations which follow evidently from
some other cause; and so by making some very easy calculations, I found that the cause assigned by me that is,
the weight of the atmosphere ought by itself alone to offer a greater resistance than it does when we try to
produce a vacuum. Even Galileo had accepted the weightlessness of air as a simple truth. Torricelli questioned
that assumption, and instead proposed that air had weight and that it was the latter not the attracting force of
the vacuum which held or rather, pushed up the column of water. He thought that the level the water stayed at
c. In other words, he viewed the barometer as a balance, an instrument for measurement as opposed to merely
being an instrument to create a vacuum , and because he was the first to view it this way, he is traditionally
considered the inventor of the barometer in the sense in which we now use the term. He needed to use a liquid
that was heavier than water, and from his previous association and suggestions by Galileo, he deduced by
using mercury , a shorter tube could be used. Pascal further devised an experiment to test the Aristotelian
proposition that it was vapors from the liquid that filled the space in a barometer. His experiment compared
water with wine, and since the latter was considered more "spiritous", the Aristotelians expected the wine to
stand lower since more vapors would mean more pushing down on the liquid column. Pascal performed the
experiment publicly, inviting the Aristotelians to predict the outcome beforehand. The Aristotelians predicted
the wine would stand lower. If, as suspected by mechanical philosophers like Torricelli and Pascal, air had
weight, the pressure would be less at higher altitudes. Therefore, Pascal wrote to his brother-in-law, Florin
Perier, who lived near a mountain called the Puy de Dome , asking him to perform a crucial experiment. Perier
was to take a barometer up the Puy de Dome and make measurements along the way of the height of the
column of mercury. He was then to compare it to measurements taken at the foot of the mountain to see if
those measurements taken higher up were in fact smaller. The mercury barometer stood lower the higher one
went. A narrow spout connects to the body below the water level and rises above the water level. The narrow
spout is open to the atmosphere. When the air pressure is lower than it was at the time the body was sealed, the
water level in the spout will rise above the water level in the body; when the air pressure is higher, the water
level in the spout will drop below the water level in the body. A variation of this type of barometer can be
easily made at home. The weight of the mercury creates a vacuum in the top of the tube known as Torricellian
vacuum. Mercury in the tube adjusts until the weight of the mercury column balances the atmospheric force
exerted on the reservoir. High atmospheric pressure places more force on the reservoir, forcing mercury higher
in the column. Low pressure allows the mercury to drop to a lower level in the column by lowering the force
placed on the reservoir. Since higher temperature levels around the instrument will reduce the density of the
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mercury, the scale for reading the height of the mercury is adjusted to compensate for this effect. Schematic
drawing of a simple mercury barometer with vertical mercury column and reservoir at base Torricelli
documented that the height of the mercury in a barometer changed slightly each day and concluded that this
was due to the changing pressure in the atmosphere. Typically, atmospheric pressure is measured between
One atmosphere 1 atm is equivalent to Design changes to make the instrument more sensitive, simpler to
read, and easier to transport resulted in variations such as the basin, siphon, wheel, cistern, Fortin, multiple
folded, stereometric, and balance barometers. Fitzroy barometers combine the standard mercury barometer
with a thermometer, as well as a guide of how to interpret pressure changes. Fortin barometers use a variable
displacement mercury cistern, usually constructed with a thumbscrew pressing on a leather diaphragm bottom.
This compensates for displacement of mercury in the column with varying pressure. To use a Fortin
barometer, the level of mercury is set to the zero level before the pressure is read on the column. Some models
also employ a valve for closing the cistern, enabling the mercury column to be forced to the top of the column
for transport. This prevents water-hammer damage to the column in transit. On June 5, , a European Union
directive was enacted to restrict the sale of mercury, thus effectively ending the production of new mercury
barometers in Europe. The barometer at Portland State University PSU uses doubly distilled vacuum pump oil
and has a nominal height of about Vacuum pump oil has very low vapor pressure and it is available in a range
of densities; the lowest density vacuum oil was chosen for the PSU barometer to maximize the oil column
height.
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Therein lies a weakness. When you most need to know the weather, you may not be able to connect to the
weather forecast provider. EMP attacks, solar flares, and a loss of infrastructure could cause this problem, but
are all quite unlikely. The weather itself can knock things out temporarily. Lightning does strike twice, as
evidenced by how Puerto Rico was struck by both Hurricane Irma and Maria. You are at your weakest when
you are rebuilding after a natural disaster, and so it is the most important time to be able to tell what the
weather will do, before it happens to you. Fortunately, there are devices available which can help. One of
these is a barometer, which measures barometric pressure. What is a Barometer? The barometer was invented
in the middle of the 17th century and remains in use even by meteorologists who have access to the latest and
fanciest technologies. If you are familiar with altimeters , they are the same device, just with a different
method of reading and a different purpose. Typically a barometer is kept in one place and is used to read the
barometric pressure of the surrounding atmosphere. What is Barometric Pressure? Also called atmospheric
pressure, barometric pressure is how much the air above you weighs. From Aristotle until Galileo, educated
persons thought air was weightless, so if you ever feel cocky and want to brag about knowing something those
two did not, there you go. But air does have weight, and barometers measure that weight. Atmospheric
pressure changes as weather fronts move around hot air rises and cold air falls , so by tracking the change you
can have a rough guess at forecasting the weather. Types of Barometers While the principle stays the same,
the way we measure barometric pressure has changed quite a bit over the centuries. Goethe Barometers A
Goethe barometer The original type of barometer used water. It is easy enough to make one on your own,
especially if you are a glass blower. Take a glass container that is sealed at the top and fill it half full with
water perhaps seal it AFTER adding the water , and make sure there is a spout near the bottom that heads up
and has a narrow opening to the air. As the air pressure changes, it pushes down more or less on that water,
which results in the water inside the glass moving up or down as well. Mercury Barometers Mercury
barometers were the next step in barometer technology. They are a glass tube filled with mercury, open at the
bottom to a dish of mercury exposed to the air. Mercury can be dangerous, so these types are no longer
recommended. Aneroid Barometers Aneroid barometers were invented in These use a metal alloy, typically
from beryllium and copper, which expands and contracts in response to changes in the atmospheric pressure.
The changing size of the metal bit moves mechanical levers to measure the change. Electronic Barometers
Most modern barometers are electronic, and use a thin wire through which an electrical current is applied.
Stick a diaphragm on that wire, and atmospheric pressure will change the electrical resistance. The electronic
barometers are tiny enough to fit almost everywhere, even in watches! ABC Watches Watches which contain
barometers are often known as ABC watches , because they typically also have compasses and use the
barometer as an altimeter as well. Most are digital though some are the old style, with a dial face. Digital
barometers often also contain other atmospheric sensors so they can measure temperature and humidity as
well, and may be able to forecast the weather for you. The Weather Man is the most obvious answer, but
anybody who needs to forecast the weather without access to other people need barometers as well. People
who live in an area prone to weather related natural disasters such as tornadoes and hurricanes can heavily
benefit from owning a barometer and knowing how to use it. If you live in the woods and walking to your
neighbor takes more than a one minute walk across your yard, a barometer might be useful as well. Or buy a
better truck. If you have a concern about the grid disappearing then a barometer would be useful too. People
aboard a ship often use barometers as well, as a boat is more susceptible to fluctuating weather than is a house.
Why is it Useful? A barometer helps you forecast the weather! Pressure systems are one of the simplest and
still best ways to predict the weather, at least in the short term. Knowing the temperature, humidity, and other
atmospheric values can make things more accurate, but a coming storm can be detected by a simple change on
your barometer. Pascals and mmHg are the most common units in use currently. A water or mercury
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barometer will show you the liquid and have indicators to show the measurement. Just look across the bottom
of the meniscus to the measurements. If you do not know what a meniscus is, that is when a liquid curves to
meet the edges of its container. Measure from where the liquid is flat. Traditional barometers have a dial,
much like your speedometer. Just read the mark at the pointer. Often multiple units will visible on the same
dial, so pay attention to the guide on the barometer itself. Digital barometers are easy, and output the pressure
directly. Often you can change the units displayed. There are easy and difficult ways to use this information. If
you want an exact forecast you can use other measurements, such as temperature and humidity, perform some
calculations for your altitude, and do some other math to get a forecast. For a quick and dirty forecast, watch
whether the barometer is increasing or decreasing in pressure. Increasing pressure often means that the air is
warming and skies are clearing. The weather should be nice. Decreasing pressure often means that the air is
cooling and moisture is condensing in the air, forming clouds. The rate of change affects the forecast as well.
The bigger the change in pressure, the more the weather will change. The faster the pressure changes, the more
quickly the weather is moving in. If the barometric pressure drops quickly and far, watch out! Modern digital
barometers often show the recent pressure highs and lows to help you figure this stuff out. Understanding
Barometer Readings A Note on Altimeters An altimeter is a barometer which outputs the altitude instead of
the pressure. They can be helpful in navigating mountainous or hilly terrain, but can also give a rough guess of
the coming weather. If you need to use an altimeter as a barometer then you just invert the recommendations.
A drop in barometric pressure registers as an increase in altitude, so keep that in mind. Since they are affected
by both altitude and weather, it is wise to recalibrate your altimeter at least once a day, to a known correct
altitude reading. Conclusion Sometimes you just do not have access to the television or internet, but still need
to know whether the weather headed your way will be clear skies or a storm. A barometer is a simple yet
effective device which can help keep you informed!
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essays addresses changes in the U.S. social scene by examining the roots of change in history.

August 08 How many times have you enjoyed a red-hot bite before an approaching storm or frontal system,
or watched the action mysteriously shut down upon the arrival of bad weather? And how many days did it take
for the fish to turn back on after the passage of that storm or front? Almost overnight, the docks were bustling;
tackle shops were selling out of jigging gear, and the charter fleet was called into duty. Blackfin tuna had
brought life back to Hatteras Village. What is barometric pressure? It is instrumental in weather observations,
since its fluctuation indicates the movement of weather fronts and systems. Liquid mercury Hg is commonly
used in a barometer to measure air-pressure changes in inches in. When the air pressure rises, it pushes the
mercury higher. When the air pressure drops, so does the mercury level. One bar is equivalent to A barometer
reading of 30 inches Hg is considered normal. Strong high pressure could register as high as Baig, a
barometer reading of As a very general rule, approaching weather systems - such as cold and warm fronts,
tropical waves and rain - are usually associated with low atmospheric pressure. Conversely, high atmospheric
pressure usually arrives after the passage of such a weather system. When high pressure settles over an area, it
often means bright days and relatively calm seas. Effects on fish All this is very interesting, of course, but how
does barometric pressure affect fish? According to Woodward, a fish senses pressure changes through its air
bladder, and well in advance of humans. When their bladders expand, fish become uncomfortable. They
relieve their discomfort by moving lower in the water column or by absorbing extra gas in their bladders.
Some species will settle to the bottom and ride out the change near structure. He also acknowledges the
general cycles of high and low pressure and how fish react to them. Then a cold front heads our way. Ahead of
the front is low pressure. The fish can sense that the barometer is about to drop. So, right before the high
begins to dissipate and the barometer falls, the fish respond with a change in feeding patterns. As it does, they
become more uncomfortable and feed less aggressively. The fish will have had time to stabilize and an intense
bite can occur. When the pressure changes again, such as when another front moves in, the cycle repeats itself.
Instead, he fishes farther offshore, in deeper water, where he believes the pressure change may be less
pronounced and the kings less affected than those closer to shore. He also recognizes that the fish may be
holding deeper in the water column during this period, and that he may have to experiment with the depth of
his baits to score. As Woodward mentioned, baitfish are also affected by barometric pressure. For example,
falling pressure may force the bait to hold deeper and become less active, which would impact the fishing in
the middle and upper levels of the water column. Usually on the third day of the high, the fish really turn on.
These highs usually last three or four days before the weather changes. With lightning flashing in the distance,
the stripers turned on and aggressively struck the flies Sullivan and his charter clients were dead-drifting from
their anchored boat. Right before our southeast wind shifts more southerly and begins to blow, which precedes
the front, it triggers a hot bite locally. The fish sense that a change in weather is about to occur and feed
heavily right before the front. Once the wind goes hard south, they shut down. I can recall a very slow day of
dolphin trolling off South Florida one summer. As the afternoon progressed, a major thunderstorm began
making its way off the land and threatening the offshore waters. With the storm still miles away, a light, cool
breeze sprang up. About the time we decided to retrieve our baits and take off, a school of dolphin charged out
from underneath what had been a totally dead weed line. We hung around just long enough to boat 15 fish
before the storm forced our departure. During the winter off South Florida, sailfish use cold fronts to aid their
southerly migration. In this case, the arrival of high pressure after a cold front can spur incredible fishing,
whereas low pressure seems to curb the activity. Those are the conditions that really get them moving south.
This is when those red-hot bites materialize. The southbound sailfish are now prone to more resistance at the
surface. There are no northerly swells or winds for them to use to their advantage when swimming against the
Stream. During this stage, I believe the fish stay deep to conserve energy. When this occurs, my flat and deep
lines get the most bites. A good example occurred recently when my co-captain, Alex Castellanos, caught five
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sails in calm conditions. The next day, the barometric pressure increased and the wind shifted around from the
north. Alex caught and released 15 out of 16 sailfish in less than four hours! The best strategy, of course, is to
plan your fishing days around the peak conditions for your particular area and the local species. This story
does not necessarily represent the position of our parent company, IBM.
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tendency can forecast short term changes in the weather. Many measurements of air pressure are used within surface
weather analysis to help find surface troughs, high pressure systems and frontal boundaries.

A barometer is a tool that measures air pressure. Air pressure is the weight of the atmosphere at any given
location. Think of how a yacht can be weighed. We can put the yacht on a very large scale and weigh it. Or we
can fill a gigantic bowl of water to the brim and place the yacht in that huge bowl. As the yacht settles and
floats in the bowl, the water overflows. If we were to weigh all the water that the yacht displaced, we would
get the actual weight of the yacht. Imagine a small bowl filled with a liquid, such as mercury. In the middle of
that bowl is a long inverted test tube with all the air taken out, which leaves behind a vacuum. The weight of
the air will push down and displace the mercury into the test tube, and push the mercury up to a height
proportional to the weight of the air. The greater the air pressure, the higher the column of mercury; the less
the air pressure, the lower the column of mercury. Mercury in a vacuum tube was the style of barometer
invented by the Italian physicist Evangelista Torricelli in Torricelli experimenting with the barometer. Photo
courtesy of Wikimedia Commons At sea level, the average air pressure is Using this liquid method, the
normal range of a barometer is about 28 inches to 31 inches. This range allows us to determine whether a mass
of air has higher pressure or lower pressure in relation to a nearby air mass: Aneroid barometers typically have
a scale with traditional inches on its face. The normal range of an aneroid barometer is about mb to mb. At sea
level, the average air pressure is mb. Aneroid barometers also have markings such as: Rain; Change, and Fair.
While these notations are traditional, they serve little practical value in weather prediction. Using this record
in the log gives an overview of both the direction of the change of pressure high to low, low to high, or steady
and the rate of change in pressure slowly or quickly. Each station reporting in the shipping forecast gives a
pressure tendency at that station. The description for pressure tendency is quite exacting. Rising or falling
more slowly: Pressure rising or falling at a progressively slower rate through the preceding three hours. Rising
or falling slowly: Pressure change of 0. Pressure change of 1. Rising or falling quickly: Pressure change of 3.
Rising or falling very rapidly: Pressure change of more than 6. Now rising or falling: Pressure has been falling
rising or steady in the preceding three hours, but at the time of observation was definitely rising falling. The
purpose of these strict definitions is to give the mariner an important clue to the intensity of an approaching
weather system. For example, a barometer rising slowly 24 hours after the passage of a cold front portends the
filling in of high pressure with its lighter breezes and puffy cumulus clouds. For the prudent mariner, being at
sea in the resulting storm from this explosive cyclogenesis is the very last place they would want to be. With
experience, using the traditional tools of a weather station; a barometer, thermometer, sling psychrometer,
wind vane, anemometer and cloud identification, cruisers can confidently predict their local weather at sea
with a high degree of confidence. Jeff Werner has been part of the yachting industry for over 25 years.
Chapter 5 : Architectural Graphic Standards: A Barometer of Change A barometer is an instrument that measures air pressure and shows when the weather is changing.
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This collection of essays explores the discrete events and trends - the social barometers - that have coalesced to
produce the world we know today. The author covers a range of subjects, including sexual liberation, changes in
childbearing, the growing tension between individual and community rights, and the increasingly politicized dynamics of.
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Data collected from Palmer Station and previous LTER cruises, among other sources, show a general decline of
AdÃ©lie Penguin populations in the northern parts of the Peninsula, with a simultaneous increase in the size and
numbers of colonies in the southern regions.

Chapter 8 : How to Use a Barometer to Forecast the Weather Like a Boss
NEWS. BATS: BAROMETER OF CHANGE. Surprising results from a unique bat study in the US reveal shifting
behavioural patterns due to environmental change that could have far-reaching implications for agriculture globally.

Chapter 9 : Barometer - Wikipedia
The resulting change in voltage can be amplified and read by a converter, and eventually displayed to the user." Which
Type Should You Buy? To my surprise, finding a barometer was incredibly challenging.
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